The primality of each of these factors was determined in a similar manner. The factorization of 2159 -1 is, therefore, now complete.
M. Kraitchik,
Théorie des Nombres, Gauthier-Villars et Cie, Paris, 1922, p. 146. Two Formulas Relating to Elliptic Integrals of the Third Kind By J. Boersma Using Legendre's notation, the normal elliptic integral of the third kind is defined by the equation r* dß n(*'a2'fc) = l (l-a2sin2ö)Vl -fc2sin2<T
For k2 < 1, the following expansion holds uniformly over the closed interval Oáfáf:
where H) -(-*)(~ *> " ' <~ » " " +^ for m > 0, and ("A* 1.
1 The factorin the integrand is bounded for -<x> < a < 1 -o? sin2 6 sin2 <f> and 0 á 9 ú <t>', consequently, the expanded integrand may be integrated term by term. Such integration yields the series n (*, «2, k) = £ bmk2m, 
